
accompanying the CCF-spawned counterculture combined develop. Thomas Lovejoy, vice-president of the American
branch of the WWF, typified the response of the financiers towith the post-oil shock depression, prompted people into

adopting a little-man ideology of “look out for number one” this desire in 1984: “The biggest problem is the damn national
sectors of these developing countries. These countries thinkand “protect your own.”

It was also in this period that Henry Kissinger, commis- that they have the right to develop their resources as they see
fit. They want to become powers” (emphasis added).sioned the murderous 1974 report, NSSM 200, echoing the

Hitler’s words to Lothian, by advocating population control With the stock market collapse of 1987, the international
financiers were forced to escalate their looting operations toin place of industrialization; the report continues even now to

be official government policy. As an extension of this emerg- keep the entire monetary system from collapsing. In order to
do so, and to convince developing nations that backwardnessing, official policy orientation of the U.S.A., and the words

of Strong at Stockholm, Margaret Mead told scientists assem- was to their advantage, several initiatives were launched:
Thatcher organized the Intergovernmental Panel on Climatebled for a 1975 conference on “The Atmosphere: Endangered

or Endangering,” that the party line was shifting from what Change (IPCC) and appointed John Houghton co-chairman;
he also held the position of Chairman of Scientific Assessmentscientific analysis had correctly identified as a process of

global cooling which had begun in the 1940s, to global warm- until 2002. Sept. 27, 1988, in a speech to the Royal Society
of London, replete with lies, Thatcher said:ing. In a complete disregard for truth and principle, she said,

“The unparalleled increase in the human population and “For generations we have assumed that the efforts of man-
kind would leave the fundamental equilibrium of the world’sits demands for food, energy, and resources is clearly the most

important destabilizing influence in the biosphere. We are systems and atmosphere stable. But it is possible that with
all these enormous changes (population, agricultural, use offacing a period when society must make decisions on a plane-

tary scale. fossil fuels) concentrated into such a short period of time, we
have unwittingly begun a massive experiment with the system“What we need from scientists are estimates, presented

with sufficient conservatism and plausibility that will allow us
to start building a system of artificial, but effective warnings,
warnings which will parallel the instincts of animals which
flee the hurricane. [We must] draw from the necessary capac-
ity for sacrifice. It is therefore a statement of major possibilit- The Eco-Fascist Al Goreies of danger, which may overtake humankind, on which it is
important to concentrate attention.” In His Own Words

Many scientists, having attended that conference warning
of the potential for a new ice age, left the conference promot-

Included below are selections from Al Gore’s book, Earthing global warming.
Over the subsequent years, a number of environmentalist in the Balance: Ecology and the Human Spirit.

groups began to make their presence known, through acts of
eco-terrorism, and a series of calculated hoaxes, such as the The Earth is like a living being, or a goddess, according to

Gore, whose liveable surface is its skin, its most importantozone and Alar scares, acid rain, and global warming. One of
the most devastating campaigns run by these fanatics was that organ. He equates mankind’s relationship to nature to rape,

or the rampages of the Nazis across Europe. Modern indus-against commercial nuclear power, in which Congressman
Dick Cheney, during the Carter Administration, played a cen- trial civilization is the equivalent of a dysfunctional family

of drunks and drug addicts which abuses its own children,tral role. Meanwhile, the world economy was slipping further
into crisis: In 1979 Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker and the radical ecology movement is the modern-day resis-

tance movement against the “real” fascism, that is, “pro-sent interest rates skyrocketing, while Western industries col-
lapsed more rapidly than ever, and a debt bomb was preparing duction and consumption.”

Gore claims:to detonate in the developing sector.
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, a fanatical • That the underpopulated continent of Africa is dying

due to overpopulation, not looting:Mont Pelerin ideologue, enacted savage measures of deregu-
lation and privatization in Great Britain, while one of her top “[The countries of Africa] are already putting great

strains on their natural resources and threatening the integ-advisors, Sir Crispin Tickell, British ambassador to the UN
from 1987-1990, who was the cousin of New Age lunatic rity of their ecological systems, so it is truly frightening to

imagine the impact of doubling or tripling their numbers—Aldous Huxley and great-great-grandson of Thomas Huxley,
advised Thatcher to promote global warming and population not to mention the pitiful quality of life these extra scores

of millions can expect. Already new epidemics—fromreduction (see article this issue).
The Third World, despite the usurious conditionalities cholera to AIDS—have emerged in societies knocked off

being forced upon them, was not giving up the struggle to
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of this planet itself. Recently, three changes in atmospheric endorse [the 1992 Rio Summit] and to get it approved by the
United Nations. And, then, subsequently, he was extremelychemistry have become familiar subjects of concern. The first

is the increase in the greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide, meth- active in helping to shape its agenda and helping to assure
that it got the attention that it did.” It was in 1992 that Goreane, and chlorofluorocarbons, which has led some to fear that

we are creating a global heat trap which could lead to climatic published his Malthusian diatribe, Earth in the Balance: Ecol-
ogy and the Human Spirit, in which he advocated mass popu-instability. And half the carbon emitted since the Industrial

Revolution remains in the atmosphere. We have an extensive lation reduction by as many as 2 billion people (see box).
From the late 1980s onward, the British and their globalresearch programme at our meteorological office for the study

of climate change.” web of agents and organizations, would drive the issue of
climate change to the forefront of international politics. Tick-At the same time as the launching of the IPCC, Gore, on

behalf of and in conjunction with the British Crown, was ell at the UN would be instrumental in this, as would Gore in
the United States; Maurice Strong, from within the UN, wouldorganizing GLOBE (the group addressed last month by Paul

Wolfowitz). Maurice Strong, who was already a close ac- mobilize entire national bureaucracies. All of these men, in
conjunction with Prince Philip’s 1001 Club, were also pro-quaintance of Gore, told EIR in a 1999 interview that, “he was

very active in the [GLOBE] movement, and, in fact, was moting the pagan doctrine of the Gaea “Mother Earth” cult as
a new form of global religion to replace the “outdated” Judeo-instrumental in helping to form [it]. He was the original co-

chairman and the driving force in getting it moving. Al was Christian concept of man as made in the creative image of
God.very influential around the world for this.” The key financial

affiliations of GLOBE indicate its genocidal and rapacious Elaine Dewar, in Cloak of Green, noted the impact of the
Rio Conference, chaired by Strong, as a watershed in the fightagenda: the British imperial assets Anglo-American and Brit-

ish Petroleum. Strong, who chaired the Rio Summit, contin- over global warming and the world economy:
“The Rio Summit would take long steps towards a worldued: “Gore was very active in the U.S. political movement to

balance by rapid population growth and the consequent more “environmentally friendly” than the Western mono-
disruption of their traditional patterns of living and the theistic religions: “The prevailing ideology of belief in
degradation of their surrounding environment.” prehistoric Europe and much of the world was based on the

• That the fourteenth-century “Black Death” spread of worship of a single earth goddess, who radiated harmony
bubonic plague was due to “climate change,” in Europe among all living things. . .
and China, not the economic collapse due to the failure of “Its best documented tenet seems to have been a rever-
the oligarchical banking system of Europe: ence for the sacredness of the earth—and a belief in the

“Just before the Black Death, poor weather and crop need for harmony among all living things; other aspects of
failures caused widespread malnutrition and increased the faith are less clear, and it is probable that many barbaric
susceptibility to disease. . . . One year earlier, as a result practices accompanied the more benign beliefs.
of the same global climate changes that produced constant “. . .It seems obvious that a better understanding of a
rains in Europe, unusually heavy rainfall in China caused religious heritage preceding our own by so many thou-
the repeated Yellow River floods.” sands of years could offer us new insights into the nature

• That the answer to the question, “what is your life of human experience.”
worth?” is two trees: “The Pacific Yew [tree] can be cut • That manufacturers, producers, and industrial work-
down and processed to produce a potent chemical, taxol, ers are the moral equivalents of drug addicts: “Industrial
which offers some promise of curing certain forms of lung, civilisation’s great engines of distraction still seduce us
breast and ovarian cancer in patients who would quickly with a promise of fulfillment. Our new power to work our
die. It seems an easy choice—sacrifice the tree for a human will upon the world can bring with it a sudden rush of
life—until one learns that three trees must be destroyed exhilaration, not unlike the momentary ’rush’ experienced
for each patient treated. . . Suddenly, we must confront by drug addicts when a drug injected into their bloodstream
some tough questions. How important are the medical triggers changes in the chemistry of the brain. But that
needs of future generations? Are those of us alive today exhilaration is fleeting; it is not true fulfillment. And the
entitled to cut down all those trees to extend the lives of a metaphor of drug addiction applies in another way too.
few of us, even if it means that this unique form of life Over time, a drug user needs a progressively larger dose
will disappear forever, thus making it impossible to save to produce an equivalent level of exhilaration; similarly,
human lives in the future?” our civilisation seems to require an ever increasing level

• That the pre-Christian, Mother Earth cults were of consumption.”
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